STOCK

To fold: Press stock release and swing stock to side of blaster until it clicks in place.

To open: Swing stock out until it locks in place.

MAGAZINE CLIPS

Slightly squeeze clips and place them on tactical rail.

Attach second magazine to clips.

STORING YOUR BLASTER

Do not store blaster primed and ready to fire.
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TO REMOVE MAGAZINE

MOVE MAGAZINE RELEASE DOWN AND REMOVE MAGAZINE FROM BLASTER.

CLEARING A JAM

MOVE PUMP HANDLE BACKWARD. MAKE SURE TRIGGER IS LOCKED. REMOVE MAGAZINE.

RESET BUTTON

WHILE HOLDING DOWN RESET BUTTON, MOVE PUMP HANDLE BACKWARD AND FORWARD TO RELEASE JAMMED ROUND(S). MAKE SURE YOU AIM THE BLASTER AWAY FROM YOU AND ANYONE ELSE WHILE RELEASING JAMMED ROUNDS.

RESET BUTTON

TRIGGER LOCK

ON EITHER SIDE OF BLASTER, MOVE TRIGGER LOCK DOWN TO LOCK TRIGGER AND UP TO UNLOCK. ALWAYS PUT TRIGGER LOCK IN LOCKED POSITION WHEN BLASTER IS NOT IN USE AND WHEN STORING BLASTER.

FIRE

1. MOVE TRIGGER TO UNLOCK.

2. MOVE PUMP HANDLE ALL THE WAY BACK THEN ALL THE WAY FORWARD.

3. PULL TRIGGER TO FIRE.

SLIDE ACCESS DOOR OPEN.

REMOVE ANY JAMMED ROUNDS.

CLOSE DOOR.